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914/914E Uniform 
Press
Pressing/Forming

The 914/914E Uniform Press is a must have machine for processors who demand 
exacting consistency in their sliced products. The 914’s unique “double ram” press
action evenly distributes pressure across the mold cavity, squaring the product ends, 
the result is a uniformly shaped product ready for slicing. 

Pair it with a Ross vertical slicer to create consistent portion sizes with every cut. 

  > Uniformly shaped products maximize slice yields, improve plant productivity, and 
     increase bottom line profits

  > Creates end-to-end, consistent cross-sectional area, which, when sliced to thickness    
     yields equal weight portions

  > Average of six cycles per minute

WAYS THE 914/914E MAXIMIZES YOUR ROI

  > Custom-built molds to your specification or choose from hundreds of stock designs
>  Adjustable pressure and dwell controls ensure exact product shape parameters with     
     every cycle

GAME CHANGING STANDARD FEATURES

QUICKLY FORM TEMPERED AND CRUST FROZEN MEAT AND 
POULTRY INTO UNIFORMLY SHAPED PRODUCTS 

Better, Smarter Processing Solutions
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Virtual Demo

914/914E Uniform Press
Pressing/Forming

914 914E

Dimensions 87” L x 28” W x 50” H
(221cm x 71cm x 127cm)

97” L x 28” W x 50” H
(246cm x 71cm x 127cm)

Max mold cavity size 22” L x 6.5” W x 9” H
(55.8cm x 16.5cm x 
22.8cm)

32” L x 5” W x 10” H
(81.2cm x 12.7cm x 25.4cm)

Pressure Adjustable to 1500 psi

Average cycles/minute 6

Dwell range 3-10 seconds

Power requirements 200-575V, 50/60 Hz, 30-12A

Product temperature 25°F to 29°F (-4°C to –2°C)

Specifications

Interchangeable 
molds allow for 
flexibility with 

minimal downtime

 Thinly slice 
tempered beef, press 

back together
and slice again to 

make equal weight 
portions of 

break-away steak

Couple the Ross 914 Press with the Ross 
950 or 990 Slicer (with matching chutes 

and molds) to create quality portions 
consistently and profitably

Forming system creates 
square ends for more 

consistent portioning when 
sliced to thickness


